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Abstract: Gap junction channels mediate the direct intercellular passage of small ions as well as
larger solutes such as second messengers. A family of proteins called connexins make up the
subunits of gap junction channels in chordate animals. Each individual connexin forms channels
that exhibit distinct permeability to molecules that influence cellular signaling, such as calcium
ions, cyclic nucleotides, or inositol phosphates. In this review, we examine the permeability of
connexin channels containing Cx43, Cx46, and Cx50 to signaling molecules and attempt to relate the
observed differences in permeability to possible in vivo consequences that were revealed by studies
of transgenic animals where these connexin genes have been manipulated. Taken together, these data
suggest that differences in the permeability of individual connexin channels to larger solutes like
3′,5′-cyclic adenosine monophosphate (cAMP) and inositol 1,4,5-trisphosphate (IP3) could play a role
in regulating epithelial cell division, differentiation, and homeostasis in organs like the ocular lens.
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1. Introduction

Tissues require continuous exchange of information between their constituent cells to coordinate
activities required for growth and development. This communication is mediated in part through
the activation of intracellular signal transduction by extracellular growth factors to generate second
messengers, which can then be directly propagated between adjacent cells through the connexin
channels present in gap junctions. Connexin channels link the cytoplasm of adjacent cells and allow
for the direct exchange of ions, metabolites, and second messengers [1]. Different connexin proteins
form channels that are functionally distinct in terms of their conductance and permeability to small
molecules [2–6]. Genetic studies in mice have suggested that the functional differences observed
between connexins in vitro are important in vivo, since the loss of one isoform cannot be compensated
for by replacement with another connexin within the same cell type or tissue [7–11]. This raises the
intriguing prospect that differences in the permeability to second messengers is one possible reason for
why so many different connexin genes are required in any given cell type [5].

The permeability of gap junction channels to cAMP was documented before the first connexin
genes were even cloned. Experiments where rodent ovarian granulosa cells and myocardial cells were
placed in co-culture showed that these heterologous cell types could communicate through gap junction
channels. Both types of cell responded to cell-specific hormones through cyclic AMP-dependent
mechanisms, and exposure of the co-cultures to a hormone specific for one cell type caused the
cAMP-dependent response in the other cell type in a cell contact-dependent fashion [12]. This study
was the first to suggest that cAMP could permeate gap junction channels and could initiate physiological
responses in neighboring cells. The permeation of gap junction channels by IP3 was initially observed
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between rat hepatocytes during the same time in which the first connexin genes were cloned from the
liver [13,14]. The authors directly injected IP3 into isolated pairs or small clusters of cells and used
the Ca2+ dye fura-2 to detect Ca2+ release in neighboring hepatocytes triggered by the passage of IP3

through gap junction channels [14]. This work provided the first evidence that the second messenger
IP3 could be transmitted between cells through gap junction channels.

Many studies have shown that the intercellular communication provided by gap junctional
communication and growth factor signaling pathways is important for the normal growth of vertebrate
lens [15–22]. Gap junctional communication in the lens has been proven to be required for normal
cell proliferation, differentiation, and metabolic coordination [23–26]. The lens is an ideal system
for exploration of differential permeabilities of gap junctions to second messengers, as it abundantly
expresses three major connexins in two types of cells. Cx43 and Cx50 are present in lens epithelial cells,
while Cx46 and Cx50 form the gap junction channels between lens fibers [25,27]. In addition, there is an
established literature on the consequences of genetic manipulation of lens connexins in mice [24,25,28]
that can be directly correlated with any second messenger permeation data. The functional properties
of lens connexin channels have been thoroughly studied in a variety of expression systems [29–35].
Recently, Cx43, Cx46, and Cx50 have been shown to have markedly different permeabilities to second
messenger molecules that influence cellular signaling [36,37]. Here, we review the published evidence
on differences in second messenger permeability through connexin channels made of Cx43, Cx46,
and Cx50 and speculate on how this may contribute to the regulation of the intercellular communication
necessary for normal growth of the lens.

2. Lens Connexin Permeability

2.1. Cx50 Has Significantly Reduced Permeability to cAMP Compared to Cx43 and Cx46

Differences in cAMP permeability through gap junction channels formed by different connexins
have been measured using two different approaches: a quantitative patch clamp assay relying on
activation of the cyclic nucleotide-gated channel SpIH in cell pairs [3,36,38,39] or the microscopic
observation of the cell-to-cell passage of fluorescent ε-cAMP [36]. Using either approach, Cx50 displayed
significantly reduced cAMP permeability compared to both Cx43 and Cx46. The cAMP permeability
of Cx46, although much higher than Cx50, was still significantly lower when compared to that of Cx43.
Calculation of the solute flux rate gave values of 6095, 1220, and 176 cAMP molecules/second/channel
for Cx43, Cx46, and Cx50 channels, respectively [36]. These values were derived from the time required
for the SpIH current to reach saturation in the recipient cell after delivery of cAMP to the source
cell, the magnitude of gap junctional coupling between the cells, and the unitary conductance of the
channels [3,36]. The last two parameters were easily measured for all three connexins, but the time to
SpIH current saturation was difficult to determine for studies using Cx50 due to the very low rate
of cAMP transfer. In the studies examining Cx50, the SpIH channel showed no detectable activation
in half of the experiments performed and failed to achieve saturation in the other half when it was
activated by cAMP permeating through Cx50 channels during the finite period from which the cell
pair could be stably recorded by dual whole cell patch clamp [36]. This required approximation of
the time to SpIH current saturation for Cx50, which was likely underestimated. Thus, the cAMP flux
through Cx50 channels may be even lower than the calculated value of 176 molecules/second. Despite
the uncertainty in the calculation of Cx50 flux, the data demonstrated that Cx43 and Cx46 channels had
a permeability to cAMP that was 1–2 orders of magnitude greater than that of Cx50. The differences in
cyclic nucleotide permeability between the different lens connexins were confirmed using ε-cAMP,
a form of cAMP that can be directly visualized using fluorescent microscopy [40,41]. In HeLa cells
expressing Cx43, ε-cAMP easily passed between cells, whereas in HeLa cells transfected with Cx50,
very little transfer of ε-cAMP to neighboring cells was observed [36].

Deletion of Cx50 from the mouse lens by genetic knockout decreased epithelial mitosis during the
first postnatal week and resulted in a significant reduction of lens growth [20,42,43]. These defects
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were not observed following knockout of either Cx43 or Cx46 in mice [44–46], suggesting that specific
properties of Cx50 were needed for normal epithelial cell mitosis and lens growth during postnatal
development. The intracellular concentration of cAMP oscillates during the cell cycle and participates
in the regulation of G0/G1 transition [47,48]. Knockout of Cx50 did not alter the amount or distribution
of Cx43 in lens epithelial junctions [42], and replacement of Cx50 by Cx46 by genetic knock-in resulted
in the same magnitude of junctional coupling between lens epithelial cells but did not restore normal
mitosis or lens growth [10,49]. These observations are consistent with the idea that the differences
in cAMP permeability between connexin channels are important for regulation of lens epithelial cell
division and that Cx43 and Cx46 cannot functionally replace Cx50, as they both exhibited substantially
higher permeability to cAMP.

The functional activity of Cx50 has also been temporally correlated with postnatal proliferation in
mouse lens epithelial cells. For example, more than 20% of epithelial cells can be labeled with BrdU on
postnatal days 2 and 3, a time when Cx50 was shown to provide more than 60% of the total magnitude
of epithelial coupling. After the first postnatal week, fewer than 5% of lens epithelial cells actively
proliferate, and Cx50 contributes only 25% of the gap junctional coupling between them, with the
majority of coupling being provided by Cx43 [20,49]. Experimental manipulation of cAMP levels
altered cell proliferation in the lens epithelium [50–52], and the low intrinsic permeability Cx50 to
cAMP could allow cells to regulate their cAMP levels independently of neighboring cells. At present,
we do not know mechanistically how the loss of Cx50 leads to reduced cell division in the early
postnatal lens. However, the high levels of cell-to-cell transfer of cAMP possible through Cx43 or Cx46
channels following the deletion or genetic replacement of Cx50 would be consistent with a disruption
in the epithelial cells ability to autonomously regulate their cytoplasmic cAMP due to flux between
neighboring cells, possibly contributing to decreased cell proliferation observed in the mouse models.

We examined the ability of adult mouse wildtype epithelial cells (expressing both Cx43 and Cx50)
to transfer ε-cAMP through gap junction channels in situ (Figure 1) using a primary lens epithelial
explant preparation in combination with whole-cell patch clamp electrophysiology and fluorescence
microscopy [46]. Six- to eight-week-old wildtype lens capsules were dissected, lightly trypsinized,
and plated on glass coverslips to generate clusters of intact epithelial cells. At this age, 75% of gap
junctional conductance between lens epithelial cells is mediated by Cx43 and only 25% is provided
by Cx50 [49]. When the seal on a pipette that contained 5 mM ε-cAMP and was attached to a single
cell within a cluster was opened, ε-cAMP transfer was easily detected into the neighboring cells with
minutes. These data confirmed that ε-cAMP can permeate gap junction channels in primary wildtype
lens epithelial cells in situ at a developmental age where Cx43 conductance is known to be significantly
higher than that of Cx50.
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Figure 1. ε-cAMP passes through gap junction channels between primary lens epithelial cells. (a) A
large cluster of explanted primary lens epithelial cells. (b) At time = 0 min, a patch pipette is opened,
delivering ε-cAMP to one cell within the cluster. (c) Five minutes later, many cells within the cluster
receive ε-cAMP from the single source cell. (d) After 10 min, more than half of the cells are labeled
with ε-cAMP. In this image, the patch pipette was removed for clarity. (e) A group of four explanted
primary lens epithelial cells. (f–h) A single wildtype epithelial cell loaded with ε-cAMP transferred the
dye to two out of three neighboring cells within 10 min. Magnification a–d = 170x, e–h 730×.
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2.2. Cx50 Has Greatly Reduced Permeability to IP3 Compared to CX43

The permeability of different connexins to IP3 was tested using a variety of experimental
approaches, most often for Cx26 channels [14,53–57]. One frequent approach used IP3-mediated ER
calcium release [58,59] and Ca2+-sensitive fluorescent dyes to detect IP3 permeation through connexin
channels. The IP3 permeability of the Cx43 and Cx50 channels was compared using cell pairs loaded
with the Ca2+ binding dye Fluo-8, where one cell was patched in whole cell mode with 500 µM IP3

added to the pipette solution (the donor cell). The second cell was patched in the perforated patch mode
to simultaneously image cell fluorescence while monitoring gap junctional coupling (the recipient
cell) [37]. All tested cell pairs expressing Cx43 showed a spike of fluorescent intensity in the recipient
cell within approximately 20 s after IP3 was delivered to the donor cell, suggesting rapid permeation
of IP3 through Cx43 gap junction channels. In contrast, analysis of IP3 permeability through Cx50
channels using the same method revealed that none of the tested cell pairs showed any spike of
fluorescent intensity in the recipient cell for up to 3–4 min after IP3 delivery to the source cell, indicating
no detectable permeation of this second messenger through Cx50 gap junction channels using this
assay. The average magnitude of gap junctional conductance for the group of Cx50 cell pairs was
identical to that of the Cx43 cell pairs [37]. To our knowledge, the IP3 permeability of Cx46 channels
has not been directly tested. However, studies of how gap junctional communication mediated by
different connexins can modulate calcium oscillatory behavior in cell monolayers suggest that Cx43
and Cx46 behaved differently, presumably due to intrinsic differences in IP3 permeability [60].

Differences in the permeability of IP3 through gap junction channels made from Cx43 or Cx50
could also influence lens cell proliferation and growth during development. As noted above, deletion
of Cx50 decreased postnatal epithelial mitosis [20,42,43], which was not observed following knockout
of Cx43 [44,46]. Ca2+ and IP3 have been shown to influence cell division synergistically [61–63],
which has been documented in human lens epithelial cells grown in tissue culture [64]. Elevation of
cytoplasmic IP3 levels cause Ca2+ to be released from the endoplasmic reticulum [65], suggesting that
second messenger generation following receptor activation could be influenced by the permeability
properties of connexin channels. As described above for cAMP, one can postulate that restricted
IP3 permeability through Cx50 channels could also be important for normal postnatal epithelial cell
division, if the cell’s ability to autonomously regulate IP3 concentration is assumed to be important.
This view could help to explain why Cx43 channels, which continue to couple the epithelium in the
Cx50 knockouts [42], could not compensate for loss of Cx50, as they are too highly permeable to IP3.

2.3. Cx50 Has High Permeability to Ca2+

Calcium ions are a third well-known soluble second messenger, and channels made from connexin
proteins are both gated by and permeable to Ca2+ [14,66–69]. For the connexins expressed in the
lens, changes in calcium concentration can markedly reduce channel conductance [70–72]. The Ca2+

permeability and gating of Cx50 was examined using transfected HeLa cell pairs loaded with Fluo-8
and a dual whole cell patch clamp, where one of the pipette solutions contained 2 mM Ca2+ [37].
The release of Ca2+ into the cytoplasm of one cell in the pair produced an increase in fluorescent
intensity in the adjacent cell that reached a peak within less than 20 s, confirming rapid permeation
of Ca2+ through Cx50 channels [37]. The conductance of Cx50 channels was also gated by Ca2+,
as previously shown [73], but on a timescale that was significantly slower than cation permeation.
It took approximately 60 s to produce a 50% decline in gap junctional conductance, and 23% of the
initial junctional conductance was still present 180 s after delivery of 2 mM Ca2+ to the cytoplasm [37].
These studies showed that the permeation of Ca2+ through Cx50 channels occurred much more rapidly
than the gating effect of Ca2+ on Cx50 conductance.

Ca2+ and IP3 permeability through gap junction channels are physiologically linked [5],
as one major action of IP3 is to mediate Ca2+ release from internal stores. Cx43 showed much
greater IP3 permeability compared to Cx50, while both connexins displayed high permeability to
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Ca2+ [37]. In addition to regulating cell division, the permeation differences of these two second
messengers through lens connexin channels could also influence cataract development in the lens.
Calcium contributes significantly to cataract formation [74,75], and changes in Ca2+ signaling in the
lens epithelium may contribute to cataract progression [76]. The lens also expresses a number of
G-protein coupled receptors that mediate the release of intracellular calcium through the generation
of IP3 [77–79]. In addition, gap junction-mediated Ca2+ signaling has been observed in cultured
lens epithelial cells [80]. The intercellular transfer of IP3 through gap junction channels is critically
important for cell-to-cell propagation of Ca2+ signals [56,81], suggesting that the different permeability
of Cx43 and Cx50 to IP3 could influence cataract progression. As noted above, the permeability of
Cx46 channels to IP3 is unknown. However, Cx46 has been shown to rescue diverse forms of genetic
cataract when expressed from the Cx50 gene locus [82–84], although the mechanism by which this
occurs is unclear. If Cx46 has different intrinsic perm-selectivity to IP3 and/or Ca2+, it could help to
explain this observation.

2.4. Summary of Large Solute Permeability between Cx43, Cx46, and Cx50

Gap junction channels were first reported to have poor selectivity for molecules smaller than
1000 Da [85,86]; however, experiments quantitatively measuring the movement of ions and small tracer
molecules between coupled cells have shown profound differences in permeation between connexin
family members [33,87–89]. Improved technical approaches have extended this quantitative analysis of
permeation to signaling molecules like cAMP and IP3 [3,36–38,53,54,57]. These studies firmly established
that each connexin channel type has distinct permeability and conductance properties [3–6,38]. Figure 2
shows the flux data for Cx43, Cx46, and Cx50 to specific solutes ranging from monovalent ions to
second messengers. Differences in second messenger permeability between Cx43, Cx46, and Cx50 were
not well correlated with unitary conductance, as would be expected from previous studies of other
connexins [87–89]. Data were normalized to K+ flux and plotted against the cube root of the solutes’
respective molecular weight. For comparison, the solutes’ diffusion coefficients (in free solution) were also
plotted. Diffusion coefficients for the monovalent cations were taken from Hille [90]. For the larger solutes,
values were estimated using the Stokes–Einstein equation, which considers the diffusion coefficient
inversely proportional to the radius of spherical solutes [90]. If a particle has a larger radius but the
same density, the volume is proportional to the cube of the radius. Therefore, the equation for diffusion
becomes inversely proportional to the volume (V3) and thus molecular weight (MW3). For monovalent
ions, measured unitary conductance values were converted to ion fluxes, as previously described [33,88].

All three lens connexins displayed high permeability to monovalent ions. In addition, Cx43, Cx46,
and Cx50 all allowed passage of cAMP, with Cx43 being the most and Cx50 being the least permeable.
IP3 permeability through Cx50 channels could not be detected using Ca2+-sensitive dyes as reporters,
presumably because it was below the limit of detection of the assay. In contrast, Cx43 channels were
readily permeated by IP3. The plotted flux values for IP3 represent estimates based on Cx43 and
Cx50 permeation data derived from experiments using Lucifer yellow (charge −2, minor diameter
0.95 nm, and molecular mass 457 Daltons [Da]) and short oligonucleotides [33,91,92]. cAMP has a
charge of −1, a minor diameter of 0.52 nm, and a molecular mass of 329 Da, whereas IP3 has a charge
of −6, a minor diameter of 0.72 nm, and a molecular mass of 414 Da [55,93]. Permeability declined
with increasing size for all three connexins. Size is clearly a rate-limiting factor because, if a solute’s
minor diameter exceeds the pore diameter anywhere across the channel length, then that solute cannot
permeate. Any solute with a minor diameter smaller than the minimum pore diameter should be
permeable; however, the solute’s charge can also influence its permeation. The channel region most
likely to influence solute permeability based on its charge is around the cytoplasmic opening of the
pore, where access resistance in the form of fixed charges could repel or attract charged solutes [94].
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Figure 2. Summary of lens connexin permeability to ions (K, Na, TMA, and TEA) and second
messengers (cAMP and IP3): flux data of different solutes were normalized to their K+ flux and
plotted versus the cube root of their molecular weights for Cx43 (black open downward triangles),
Cx46 (blue open upward triangles), and Cx50 (red open circles). The diffusion coefficients in aqueous
solution were also plotted for comparison (black squares). The data were plotted on a log scale to better
depict lowered flux for larger solutes like cAMP and IP3. See the text for references on the derivation
of data.

Recently, the structures of native Cx46 and Cx50 have been resolved by cryo-electron microscopy
at a resolution near the atomic level (approximately 3.4 Å) [95]. Although there is no equivalent atomic
structure of Cx43 at this resolution, structures have been solved at 7.5 Å [96] that are in good general
agreement with the higher resolution data. The availability of Cx46 and Cx50 structures will allow
approaches such as comparative all-atom MD simulations to probe isoform-specific differences in
perm selectivity to second messengers like cAMP and IP3. Cx26 channels are also permeable to both
cAMP and IP3 [3,38,54,56]. Since an atomic level structure has also been obtained for this connexin [97],
its permeability data could compliment comparative approaches in the absence of an atomic level
structure of Cx43. Preliminary comparisons of the Cx26, Cx46, and Cx50 structures have already
identified substantial differences at key functional sites, which could contribute to their isoform-specific
permeation properties [95]. This promise of this approach is further highlighted by MD investigations
of the ion permeation pathway of Cx26 and Cx30 [98].

3. Future Directions

The relative simplicity of the lens makes it an attractive model organ to study why epithelial
tissues need to express multiple connexin subunits with distinct permeability to second messengers.
The long-term hope is that insights gained about connexin diversity from the lens will be applicable to
more complex epithelia such as the epidermis or respiratory epithelium [99]. The airway epithelium
protects the lung from invading pathogens through a process of mucociliary clearance mediated by
ciliated and mucin-secreting cells [100]. At least 10 different connexins are expressed in the airway
epithelium and submucosal glands [101], and the connexin-dependent permeation of second messengers
between cells may contribute to mucociliary clearance by modulating ciliary beat frequency [102].
The epidermis is the largest organ in the body and, like the airway epithelium, plays a key barrier
function [103,104]. Connexins in the skin have complex expression patterns, with many cells expressing
multiple subunits. Epidermal keratinocytes express several connexins, including Cx26, Cx30, Cx30.3,
Cx31, and Cx43 [1,105,106]. In the epidermis, permeability of second messengers through connexin
channels may play an important role in the inflammatory response to opportunistic pathogens [99].
Quantitative second messenger permeability data is currently available for approximately half of the
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panoply of connexins expressed in the respiratory epithelium and epidermis, so further development
of these hypotheses will require more experimental data.

As the number of expressed connexin genes increases in any given tissue or organ, it becomes
more difficult to ascribe connexin-specific functions that could result from differences in second
messenger permeability. Despite this barrier, genetic evidence has suggested that the lack of functional
redundancy that has emerged from mouse models is directly relevant to human hereditary diseases.
Connexin channels are critically involved in epithelial homeostasis in humans, as illustrated by the
large number of human genetic diseases resulting from connexin mutations that affect epithelial
tissues [107,108]. There appears to be a lack of functional redundancy, as five connexin genes
have been linked to eleven genetic skin diseases and mutations in three different connexins can
cause deafness [109–111]. Functional studies of mutant connexins involved in epithelial disease
have suggested that differences in second messenger permeability may play a role in pathogenesis.
Investigation of the Cx26-V84L mutation showed that it formed functioning gap junction channels with
normal permeability to monovalent ions but had markedly decreased permeability to IP3, suggesting
that changes in second messenger permeation could underlie hereditary deafness [54]. This finding
was extended to additional deafness causing mutations in both Cx26 and Cx30, strongly suggesting
that connexin-mediated permeability of IP3 is required for normal cochlear function [57].

Multiple connexin proteins are expressed within the same organ or cell type throughout
vertebrates [112] and even in the most primitive chordate animals from which connexins have been
cloned [113,114]. The expression of multiple connexins within a single cell type would influence both
the extent and magnitude of permeation of second messengers between adjacent cells. Understanding
how variations in second messenger permeability could possibly contribute to organ development
and homeostasis requires detailed knowledge derived from a variety of experimental approaches.
The quantitative measurement of substantial differences in the permeation of Cx43, Cx46, and Cx50
channels to Ca2+, cAMP, and IP3 [3,36,37] is one necessary component to understanding the need
for multiple connexin proteins to be expressed to maintain homeostasis in a model tissue like the
lens [11,115]. A second important piece of the puzzle would be detailed knowledge of which connexins
are required for what function in each specific cell type. In the case of the lens, study of genetically
engineered mice have identified nonredundant functions for Cx43, Cx46, and Cx50 in both lens
epithelial cells and fiber cells [10,20,45,46,49,84,116–118]. A third critical requirement would be
detailed knowledge of channel structure to understand the molecular mechanism(s) underlying the
differences in permeability to second messengers. Once again, the lens is well suited for study as
atomic level structures or close approximations are available for all three of the principal connexins
that it expresses [95,96]. Following decades of research effort on lens connexins, the field has
currently achieved a trifecta of high-resolution atomic structures, genetic definition of critical functions,
and quantitative permeability data for biologically relevant molecules. Future studies built on these
foundations will undoubtedly advance our understanding of the need for connexin diversity not only
in the lens but also in a wide variety of other epithelial tissues.
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